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UNIT 3
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND
HEALT
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 ? 3.4 Safety rules and precaution
signs
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(Behavioural Objectives)
1.  ];=) > What happened?
`;)aก)
2. &<<'$S? Safety rules
and precaution signs `;)aก)
3. $*]' Imperative <<
'`;)aก )
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 ? 3.4 Safety Rules and Precaution
Signs
กQ';% <R'>$S
3.4.1 Dialogue : What happened?
3.4.2 Safety Rules and Precaution
signs.
3.4.3 Language Focus : Imperative
 

 

A : Is it serious?
B : No, but I need to see a nurse.
A : Ii ll take you to the nurse.
B : Thank you very much.
A : Thati s all right.

3.4.1 Dialogue : What happened?
   : $ก;`*e
Practice this dialogue. fgก  
A : What happened?
B : I cut my middle finger.
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Exercise 3.4.1
A. Complete this dialogue.
$*  =) m

Notes
1. What happened? $ก;`*e
2. Is it serious?
$kก`
3. cut (vt)
;
cut my middle finger (*') ;
ก
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B. Complete this dialogue.
$*  =) m
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3.4.2 Safety Rules and Precaution signs
กq';%<R'>$S/R
e

C. Make a dialogue by using
o What happened? p
)   ];=) >
oWhat happened ?p
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5. Take care of tools or equipment in
the workshop and the workplace.
6. Use the right tool for the work.
7. Read the instructions before using
any machine or equipment.

Safety Rules in a Workplace
กq';%= aกก
1. Wear proper clothes.
2. Be careful and tidy.
3. Be responsible to work.
4. Pay attention while working.
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8. Wear safety equipment while
working.
9. Keep the workplace clean.
10. Donit play in the workplace.
11. Doni t smoke in the workplace.
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12. Turn off power switches when not
in use .
13. Check everything is in order before
leaving.
14. Always think o SAFETY FIRST p .
15. Be punctual for work.
(punctual adj. = $)
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Safety on Electricity in a Workplace

3. Transformers are used where
necessary.
4. Use the right size fuses.
5. Welding equipment is used in areas
clear of flammable materials.
6. Switch off electrical machines when
not in use.

';%$ก? ก`{{R= aกก
1. Dry your hands.
2. Oily rags and those used for cleaning
mechanical equipment are disposed of after
used.
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7. The equipment is switched off and
left safe after use.
8. Check cords and plugs for cracks,
breaks, and any exposed wiring.
(cracks = <ก ), exposed wiring
= ก$; `{ก')
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9. Doni t join pieces of flex. (flex =
`{)
10. Ensure appliances such as heaters,
air}conditioners, televisions, stereos,
refrigerators, and computers have plenty
of air space to prevent overheating.
(ensure = >=)?=)
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Precaution Signs in a workplace
R'>$S= aกก
Safety First.
;%`)ก&
Be careful.

Watch out.

Look out.
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Watch yourself.
Watch your head.
Watch your arms.
Watch your feet.
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Exercise 3.4.2
A. Write T for True, F for False in
front of the following items.
$* T >*)aก F >*)(;
)*)&`

Keep clean.
ก~' ;
Keep quiet.
ก~' 
Keep away from the fire. &&`{
Danger
High Voltage
Be repaired.
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B. Match the precaution signs in the
left column with the suitable statements
in the right column and write only A,
B, C, D, E in front of the items.

Wait a minute, please.
กm ก'&

'& R'>$S=')ก*)'
?$ ='* <$*$
ก~ A, B, C, D, E )*)
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3.4.3 Language Focus
Imperative / Command
Imperative S command 'S]'
'> ? ก~m*]''> ? *e);)
ก infinitive <'>$~m (adverb)
`))กก`;)
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Pattern 1
Pattern 2

Adverb

Verb

Always

Infinitive 

Never
-

 

Infinitive 
Donit + infinitive
Infinitive 
Avoid + V. - ing 
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Adverb
Pattern 1

Verb

Examples
Read the instructions first.
&'> ? ก& (Q)
Always read the instruction first.
&'> ? ก& (Q) $ 

Infinitive 

-

Always

Infinitive 

Pattern 1
$k]' )]''> ? ?=)
=)Q 
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Avoid + V. - ing 

Pattern 2
$k]' )]''> ? ?)) Q
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Examples
Doni t smoke while working.
) ?*m >
Never smoke while working.
`& ?*m >
Avoid smoking while working.
ก$?ก ?*m >

Donit + infinitive

Never Infinitive 
-
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B. Find 5 precaution signs that you see in
the workplace.
R'>$S '? m$= a
กก  5 *)
C. Make 5 commands from Pattern 1 and
5 commands from Pattern 2 .
)]''> ? Pattern 1  5
]'< Pattern 2  5 ]'

Exercise 3.4.3
A. Find 5 safety rules that you see in
the workplace.
กq';% ?'m$=
aกก  5 *)
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NEXT TIME
UNIT 4 TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
$'S?S<กm
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One shares with them.
=>?@A>B A BC
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THANKS FOR WATCHING
D EFGHI@JK9JLML
SEE YOU NEXT TIME
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